Safety Dance

S - A - F - E - T - Y

Let’s go!

We can do what we want to,

but the adults in charge must know.

If you wanna get in a car
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or play at the park,
check first before we go.
I said! You can go where you want to,
but don't leave your friends behind.
'Cause when you take a friend

there's someone to depend on.

Take one everytime.

And we can dance!
We can sing. We can dance.

We can be who we want to,

and we can stand up for ourselves.

If it feels not right,
something that you don't like,

then tell 'em NO and go find help!

I said! You can talk if you need to.

Let someone know what's up.
If you're scared or confused

and don't know what to do,

then tell an adult you trust.
And we can dan, dance, dance,

\[\text{dan, da, dan, da, dance!}\]

And we can dan, dance, dance,

\[\text{dan, da, dan, da, dance!}\]
S-A-F-E-T-Y Safety dance! Let's go!

We can dance! We can dance!

Everything's under control.

We can dance! We can dance
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in the streets and in the halls.

We can dance! We can dance!

They're doing it across the land.

We can dance! We can dance!
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Everybody's doing the dance.

Now I know the four rules of the Safety Dance!

First, I always check first with my guardian.
Number two, ooh, I know what to do.

If I'm going anywhere I take a friend like you.

I got KidSmartz and I can tell 'em no!

I stand up to anyone
making me uncomfortable.

And you can bet when I'm feeling upset,

I can tell my trusted adult. Wassup! Wassup!

We can dance! We can dance!
Everything's under control.

We can dance! We can dance

in the streets and in the halls

We can dance! We can dance!
Everything's under control.

We can dance! We can dance

in the streets and in the halls

We can dance! We can dance!
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They're doing it across the land.

We can dance! We can dance!

Everybody's doing the dance.

It's the Safety Dance! Oh, the Safety Dance!
Yeah, the Safety Dance! It's the Safety Dance!

It's the Safety Dance! Oh, the Safety Dance!